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Ford Focus St Engine
The Ford Mustang has a “friendly neighbor mode” that muffles the exhaust note of its mighty V8 on start-up. I mention this because the Focus ST
has no such setting, meaning an early morning start is ...
Ford Focus ST review: hot hatch focuses on the fundamentals
SPORTS Tuned is what the ST stands for in the 2021 Ford Focus ST-Line, but we prefer Simply Tasty. Being blunt, it’s a prick tease. It will have you ...
2021 Ford Focus ST-Line (car review)
The 2018 Ford Focus sits near the top of our compact car rankings. It has engaging road manners, a wide range of available powertrains, and two
body styles.
2018 Ford Focus: What You Need to Know
Small crossovers such as the Peugeot 2008, Renault Captur and Hyundai Kona have been clocking up sales, taking many former Ford customers.
Enter the Puma, a car Ford desperately needed five years ago.
Ford Puma ST hits sweet spot between manic and mundane
A year ago, my son’s 2015 Ford Focus ST EcoBoost had an engine failure when the oil sump developed a hole. He then had a reconditioned engine
put in. At the recent MOT, he was told there was an oil ...
My son's car has an oil leak that's being investigated. What is the likely cause?
LOOK! Down the road! It’s a hatchback. No, it's an SUV. Well actually it's the 2021 Ford Focus Active. We too are stumped when it comes to
identifying ...
2021 Ford Focus Active (car review)
Shell Rotella SuperRigs is one of the trucking industry’s premier events. Check out coverage and results of the 39th annual Class 8 big-rig truck
show.
Shell Rotella SuperRigs 2021: The Best Big Rigs Get Their Due
On the face of it, the Puma ST would appear to be no different. Because, against all reasonable expectation, Ford has pulled a blinder with the dinky
SUV, making it far more fun to drive than it had ...
2021 Ford Puma ST m260 | PH Review
Perhaps ‘project cars’ isn’t an apt descriptor…” That’s how I ended the last Project Cars update on this Performance Blue-hued 2020 Ford Fiesta ST –
and, lo and behold, the car is largely untouched ...
Project Cars: 2020 Ford Fiesta ST – Update
Although the original Pathfinder was more off-road oriented, it wasn’t long before the marketing minds at Nissan realized the big money was in
peeling off customers who had flocked to the Explorer’s ...
Arch Rivals: Ford Explorer versus Nissan Pathfinder
Our list below covers models in many categories, from hatchbacks to convertibles, and we’ve included as many different types of fast, fun car as we
can. The £10,000 budget is plenty to be able to find ...
Fast Cars for Under £10K – From Hatchbacks to Convertibles
No surprise then that Ford has just introduced FHEV versions of its versatile and commodious S-Max, and the Kuga SUV. Ok, let’s rewind a bit: what’s
a FHEV? That’ll be a Full Hybrid Electric Vehicle.
Ford S-Max and Kuga FHEV review
IT’S no surprise the Goodwood Festival of Speed attracts top names like Lando Norris, Jenson Button and Damon Hill. But the bloke I was most
excited to catch up with was Ford chief Jim Farley.
We’ll make cars with flavour… like M&Ms, says Ford CEO Jim Farley
View the vehicle's photos and specifications, in addition to the seller's contact info of the 2012 Used Ford Focus for sale in Toronto, Ontario, Canada.
2012 Ford Focus in Toronto, Ontario, $7,280
The absolute spearhead of the first three generations of the Ford Focus was the RS, which is a relatively exclusive hot hatch, not least due to its
limitation and a relatively short construction ...
Barracuda 19 inch-wheels on the Ford Hot Hatch
Al Tayer Motors has hosted its first fleet-focused open day, offering UAE customers hands-on time with a range of commercial vehicles including the
2015 F-150. Al Tayer holds Ford open day for UAE ...
Al Tayer holds Ford open day for UAE fleet owners
Cupra’s take on the small performance estate has long been an attractive one, combining the Leon ST’s practical body with a potent mix of VW
Group’s high performance element ...
Cupra Leon ST 310 4Drive 2021 review – the next Spanish inquisition
You might have heard rumours of Ford leaving India. Well, now according to new media reports the American manufacturer has reached out to over
half a dozen of Indian automobile manufacturers for ...
Ford India reaches out to half a dozen rivals including Tata, VW & Hyundai to sell one factory
The Ford Kuga plug-in hybrid has a useable electric range and is probably at its best when running in pure-EV mode. Under the bonnet, there’s a
sizeable 2.5-litre petrol engine, but it doesn't need to ...
CAR REVIEW: Ford Kuga PHEV is among the best hybrid SUVs
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The district is comprised of seven townships and three cities in Macomb County: Harrison, Chesterfield, Lenox, Ray, Shelby, Washington and Bruce
townships, and the cities of St. Clair Shores, ...
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